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Abstract-In this paper, we present an algorithm to provide
local fairness for ring and bus networks with spatial bandwidth
reuse. Spatial bandwidthreuse can significantlyincreasethe
effective throughput delivered by the network and is, therefore,
desirable to be implemented in high-speedLANlMAN environments.However, spatial bandwidthreusecanresultin
unfair
access among nodes in the network
and, thus, a fairness algorithm
is needed to regulate the access to the network. A local fairness
algorithm views the network as multiplicity of communicationresources as opposed toa global fairness algorithm, which views the
network as a single communication resource. Our algorithm can
be applied to any dual ring or bus architecture such as MetaRing
[l],[4]. In the dual bus configuration, when transporting ATM
cells, the local fairness algorithm can be implemented using two
generic flow control (GFC) bits in the ATM cell header.
In the performance study section of our paper, wewillshow
that thislocal fairness algorithm can exploit the throughput
advantage offeredby spatial bandwidth reusebetter than a global
fairness algorithm. This is accomplished because it ensures fair
which are competing
use of networkresourcesamongnodes
for the samesubset of links, while permittingfreeaccess
to
noncongested parts of thenetwork. We will demonstrate the
by simulating
performance advantageof our local fairness scheme
the system under various traffic scenarios
and compare the results
to that of the MetaRingSAT-basedglobalfairnessalgorithm.
Furthermore, we will showthat under certain traffic patterns, the
performance of this algorithm achieves the optimal throughput
result predicted by the known Max-Min fairness definition [7].
1. INTRODUCTION

T

HE trend toward high-speed communication has brought
renewed interest in LAN/MAN architectures with spatial
bandwidth reuse because of the potential high throughputs
that can be delivered by these architectures. In networks with
spatial bandwidth reuse packets or cells are removed from
the network by their destinations. Access methods with spatial
bandwidth reuse can be easily implemented using a buffer
insertion or slotted ring or dual bus techniques [8], [ll]. In
these schemes, a node can transmit a packet at any time as long
as its insertion buffer is empty or if it observes an empty slot,
namely when no transmission of upstream users to downstream
ones has been detected. This local access decision, together
with destination packet removal, enables multiple transactions
to be carried on distinct segments of the network concurrently
and, therefore, significantly increase the effective throughput
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ofthe network. By a simple observation, one may realize
that when the traffic pattern is homogeneous (uniform), a
factor of 2 can be gained in a unidirectional ring structure
by introducing spatial bandwidth reuse. (The average distance
of a path is half of the ring length.) When a bidirectional ring
structure is used, with a shortest path routing rule, the average
distance becomes only 1/4 of the ring circumference and the
average spatial bandwidth reuse is of four nodes transmitting
at the same time (on each direction).
However, because priority is given to upstream traffic in
these access schemes, a problem known as “starvation” can
happen when some nodes are constantly covered by upstream
traffic and not able to access the network for a very long
period of time. In order to architect high-performance Gb/s
LAN’siMAN’s with spatial bandwidth reuse, it is desirable to
provide fairness solutions to regulate access in these networks.
Previously, this starvation problem was solved by applying
global fairness algorithms. Existing mechanisms introduced in
MAGNET [lo], Orwell [6], and ATMR [14] are all global
fairness algorithms. These algorithms use some “stop-and-go”
mechanisms to control the access and have the drawback of
being sensitive to large propagation delays. A more efficient
and robust global fairness algorithm was introduced in the
MetaRing architecture [4]. In this architecture, a control signal
called SAT is used to regulate the access in a continuous
fashion. In addition, the MetaRing architecture includes five
addressing modes, integration of synchronous and asychronous
traffic, and multi-ring extensions [4], [5], [12], [13], [17].
The MetaRing architecture, with 100 Mb/s link speed and
with aggregate throughput of 700 Mb/s,was prototyped at
our IBM T. J. Watson Research Laboratory in 1989. A Gb/s
buffer insertion ring called ORBIT, which incorporates many
of the early MetaRing ideas has been implemented [2]. A key
feature of ORBIT is its “seamless” interoperation with the
plaNET wide area network. ORBIT will be deployed in several
field trials, including the AURORA testbed that is part of the
NSF/DARPA Gigabit Networking Program.
However, all these global fairness algorithms regulate the
access to the network by considering the network as a single
communication resource. Therefore, they cannot fully utilize
the throughput advantages offered by spatial bandwidth reuse,
especially under nonuniform traffic conditions.
This work introduces a fault-tolerant local fairness algorithm
that regulates the access to these networks and solves the
fairness problem with a minimal impact onthe network
efficiency. The fault recovery event can be triggered by a
timeout atany node. The timeout event has a tight bound
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of 0 ( n ) (n is the number of nodes), which constitutes a fast
recovery procedure. Our earlier work on local fairness [3] did
not consider the fault-tolerance issue and, therefore, does not
provide the proper time bounds needed for a timeout driven
fault-tolerant mechanism and the timeout event had a bound
of O(n2).
A local fairness mechanism views the network as a distributed collection of communication resources and not as
a single resource, as in global fairness. The local fairness
mechanism is triggered locally, at an arbitrary time, only if
potential starvation exists. It regulates the transmissions of the
interfering nodes without aflecting others.
The distributed local fairness algorithm that is executed
on each node alternates between two modes of operation:
i) nonrestricted mode, inwhich a node can transmit at any
time by observing the basic access protocol; and ii) restricted
mode, in which a node can transmit only a predefined quota
of data units (either as packets or cells) before it transits back
to the nonrestricted mode. Normally, each node is operating
in the nonrestricted mode. When a node detects starvation, it
activates some control mechanism which transits itselfand
some nodes upstream into restricted mode. This restricted
mode is later terminated when the access conflict is resolved,
and all nodes involved are satisfied.
Two control signals are needed to toggle each nodc between
these two modes of operation: i) REQ for initiating the
restricted period of operation, and is forwarded upstream
over the congested segment of the network; and ii) GNT for
indicating that the access conflict has been resolved and for
terminating the restricted mode of operation. As it will be
shown, the REQ/GNT signals facilitate local fairness cycles
over the congested parts of the network.
The locality of the fairness cycles provide the algorithm with
a wide dynamic range of operation. On one hand, under certain
traffic patterns the performance of this algorithm achieves the
optimal result predicted by the Max-Min fairness definition
described in [7], [9]. On the other hand, under worst-case
traffic pattern, the local fairness degenerates spontaneously to
the MetaRing's global fairness mechanism [4],and we show
that in this case there is an equivalent relation between the
local and global fairness mechanisms.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
11: we present the basic system configuration and principles.
The local fairness algorithms for dual bus and dual ring are
presented and their properties are discussed in Section 111. A
performance study which compares optimal, local, and global
fairness algorithms is presented in Section IV.
11. BASICCONFIGURATIONS AND PRINCPLES
In this section, we present three aspects of the system's
configuration and principles: i) topology, ii) access control,
and iii) control signalling.

shortest path routing rule), while the control signals for each
data flow are sent on the opposite direction. The arrangement
of opposite directions for data and control paths is necessary
because starvation is caused by the hogging of upstream traffic
and, therefore, control signals should be sent upstream to
the source of contention. In these topologies, each node in
the network will independently execute two local fairness
algorithms-ne
for each direction.
B. Access Control with Spatial Bandwidth Reuse

The system can operate under two basic access control
modes: buffer insertion for variable-size frame or slotted for
fixed size cells. In both modes, the frames or cells are removed
by their destinations using short identity (ID) labels (e.g., 8
bits), so the node can determine very fast whether or not to
remove a frame or a cell from the network.
Buffer insertion is a distributed access technique. On the
receiving side of each link, there is an insertion buffer (IS)
which can store at least one maximal size frame. A node may
start a frame transmission at any time as long as its insertion
buffer is empty. If traffic arrives when the node is in the middle
of transmission, it will be stored in the insertion buffer until
this frame transmission is completed. The node cannot transmit
anymore until its insertion buffer becomes idle again, i.e., a
nonpreemptive priority is given to the ring traffic.
When operated in slotted mode, at the beginning of each
slot, there is a busy bit. If this bit is 0, the slot is empty; if
it is 1 , the slot is full. A node can transmit a cell only if it
receives an empty slot. The cell is removed by the destination
node, and then the slot becomes empty. The motivation for a
slotted mode is to minimize insertion buffer delay.
C. REQ and GNT Control Signaling

The local fairness algorithm uses two control signals: REQ
and GNT. We present two transfer methods for these signals
which depend on whether the transmission is a variable-size
frame or fixed-size cells. Note that the frame transmission
is possible only in the buffer insertion mode, while cell
transmission is possible in either buffer insertion or slotted
mode.
When variable-size frames are transmitted in the buffer
insertion mode, independent hardware control signals are used
[4]. These signals have the following characteristics: i) each
signal is implemented by a redundant codeword in the serial bit
stream; and ii) each hardware control signal has a preemptive
resume priority, such that it can be sent in the middle of a data
frame in a way that does not damage the data frame which it
preempts.
When fixed-size cells are transmitted in buffer insertion or
slotted mode, the two control signals are implemented by using
two bits in a predefined position in the cell header. In the ATM
networking environment, we can use two out of the four bits
in the generic flow control (GFC) field in the ATM cell header,
which has been designated for this purpose.

A . Dual Ring or Dual Bus Topologies

The local fairness algorithm presented in this work can be
implemented on dual ring and dual bus topologies. Packets
can be transmitted in either direction (usually according to a
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111. THE LOCALFAIRNESSALGORITHM
First, we will present the motivations for developing a
local fairness algorithms for dual ring and dual bus networks.
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Unlimited
Access Quota

Predefined, Limated
Access Quota
Rg.2.

The localfairnesscycle.

Nonrestricted Mode: Nodes can transmit at any time as
long as the buffer insertion or slotted protocol permits it
(priority to upstream traffic). This mode is identified by
Then, we will present a local fairness algorithm for dual bus,
a single Free Access (FA) state.
followed by the more complex dual ring algorithm. The main
Restriced Mode: Nodes can transmit only a predefined
difference between the two algorithms is that, in the ring
quota of data units (either as frames or cells) before they
version, it is necessary to include an ID as a parameter of
transmit hack to the nonrestricted mode.
the REQ control signal in order tobreak the ring’s circular
Nodes in the nonrestricted mode are not involved in any
symmetry.
control signal exchange. However, they may asynchronously
trigger the operation of the fairness mechanism upon starvaA. Motivations
tion.
Fairness is conventionally defined in a global way. A global
The algorithm uses two types of control signals to facilitate
fairness algorithm regulates the access to a network by viewing the transition between these two operation modes, andthey
the whole network as a single resource. Because of this, it has are:
the following two basic characteristics that become drawbacks
REQ: This signal initiates the restricted period of opin networks with spatial bandwidth reuse.
eration and is forwarded upstream over the congested
1) It is GLOBAL, i.e., every node sees the same transmissegment of the bus.
sion constraints.
GNT: This signal is used, when the node is satisfied, to
2) It is CONTINUOUS, i.e., it operates even if there is no
terminate the local fairness cycle.
starvation.
The two control signals create local fairness cycles over
Thefirst drawback, being global, is demonstrated inFig.
congested segments of the bus. In each cycle, each node can
1. In this example, there are three independent subsets of transmit only a predefined quota while it is in the restricted
users that communicate only among themselves. A reasonable mode, and can have free access (FA) while it is in the
approach is to provide fairness within each subset while nonrestricted mode, as shown in Fig. 2. We note that if the bus
maintaining the maximal achievable throughput in each of is congested, the time interval a node is in the nonrestricted
the subsets. A global fairness algorithm will force all groups mode can be zero. In this case, a node will transmit one quota
to maintain fairness (the same maximal throughput) among in every local fairness cycle.
themselves, even if they do not interfere at all. The second
Fig. 3 demonstrates the basic operation of the algorithm
drawback, being continuous (in time), means that the fairness for a buffer insertion access protocol over a dual bus network.
mechanism is operational even if no node starves. This may Here we assume that only a singlc node initiates the algorithm,
result in some unnecessary performance degradation.
and that there is at least one node upstream to it which has
These two drawbacks motivate the development of an event- no upstream traffic. A starved node triggers the operation by
driven, as opposed to continuous, local fairness algorithm sending the REQ signal upstream and entering the tail (T)
that is initiated only when starvation occurs. In addition, state. Upon reception of such a signal, a node enters the
the algorithm should only involve segments of interfering, restricted mode of operation and, if its upstream is idle, it will
as opposed to global, nodes. In the example of Fig. 1, the enter the head (H) state. If this node cannot provide silence
local algorithm will be executed independently among the (it senses trafficfrom upstream), it will forward the REQ
three subsets with no interference or message exchange. Under upstream and enter the body (B) state. Upon satisfaction, Le.,
worst-case load scenarios, the local fairness algorithm can transmission of a certain predefined quota, the tail node sends a
“degenerate” to thc global fairness algorithm [4] as willbe
GNT signal upstream and transits back to thenonrestricted free
shownin Section 111-E.
access (FA) state. Upon receiving this GNT, the node upstream
follows similar rules: If it is in the body state, it transits to a
B . Local Fairness for Dual Bus Networks
tail (T) state and will similarly forward GNT upon satisfaction.
Our local fairness algorithm distinguishes between two basic If it is in the head state, the local cycle on this segment of the
bus is terminated. In this scenario, the algorithm has created
modes of operation, as shown in Fig. 2. They are:
Fig. 1. Local resources on a ring.
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REQUEST PATH’s) and causes a node in the FA state
to change its state to H.
Upstream Busy, which causes a node in the H state to
forward a REQ signal (SREQ) toits upstream neighbor
and change its state to B.
Satisfied, which is true if a node in the restricted mode
has transmitted its predefined quota of cells or bytes. If
the node is satisfied in the T state, it will forward a GNT
signal (S-GNT) to its upstream neighbor and change its
state to FA.
R-GNT (receive grant), which causes a node in the B
state to change its state to T and a node in the H state
to change its state to FA.
Fig. 3. Local fairness mechanism on a dual bus.
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a REQUEST PATH which contains unique and distinct head
and tail nodes. Each node of the REQUEST PATH is able to
transmit the same quota.
The actual algorithm is a bit more complex. Since there
might be multiple initiators of the fairness algorithm, we
should either merge or sequence these distinct REQUEST
PATH’s once they overlap. In this work, we merge the REQUEST PATH’s since they provide a linear timeout bound at a
node for the release of the REQUEST PATH. (In our previous
work [3], we did not merge the REQUEST PATH’s, which
could reshlt in a quadratic timeout bound.)
Fig. 4 shows an event-driven state transition diagram of the
local fairness algorithm on a dual bus network. The writing
on the transition arcs have the following form: evendaction,
indicating the event that causes the transition and the specific
action that should be taken (possibly none). The algorithm has
only four states with the following transition conditions.
1. Starvation, which is true if a node in the nonrestricted
mode (FA state) has something to transmit, but could
not access the network because its upstream link is
continuously busy. As a result, this node will send a REQ
signal (SREQ) to its upstream neighbor and change its
state to T.
2. RREQ (receive request), which causes a node in the
T state to change its state to B (effectively merging two

C. Local Fairness for Dual Ring Networks
One additional problem needed to be solved when we apply
the dual-bus local fairness algorithm to dual ring networks
is deadlock. Deadlock will occur when single or multiple
REQUEST PATH’s have covered the whole ring and all the
nodes are in the B state with no node in the T state. Since
only the node in the T state can send GNT upstream (when it
is satisfied), the ring will be in deadlock.
In order to break the ring’s symmetry and to solve the
deadlock problem, each node maintains a variable, REQID,
which identifies the original tail node of the request path.
The REQJD is sent as a parameter of the request control
signal in the following format: REQ(REQID). With the help
of REQID, two REQUEST PATH’s can be merged as follows
when they overlap: i) when a node receives REQ(j) and its
REQlD # j , it will merge the REQUEST PATH’s and transit
to body (B) state (unless it is already in this state): and ii)
when j > REQID, it will forward upstream the REQ(j) and
will assign a new value, j , to its REQ I D variable.
Basically, we perform a simple election algorithm to ensure
that each REQUEST PATH has a single tail and a single
head. If j = REQID, it is clear that the same REQUEST
PATH covers the whole ring and no head is currently present.
In this case, the tail or body node transits to the combined
head-tail (HT) state. The formal description of the local
fairness algorithm for a node on the ring is depicted in Fig. 5,
in terms of an event-driven finite-state machine.
Notations:
The node’s current state: FA, T, H, B, or HT.
REQ1D-the
REQUEST PATH ID, which has been
given by the initial tail node of this path and is a
combination of this node ID and a sequence number.
RREQ(j)-receive the request control signal with the
value j.
R-GNT-receive the grant control signal.
SREQ(REQ1D)-send
the request control signal with
the value of the REQUEST PATH ID.
S-GNT-send the grant control signal.
T,,,-the
maximum time a node can be in restricted
mode before it forwards a GNT signal. This also determines the maximum rotation time for a request signal
around the ring, i.e.,ifa node has forwarded a request
signal, then after at most T,,, this signal will either get
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FA

Starvation

REO-ID: I and
S-REO(RE0-ID)
None
REO-ID: j
None
None
If j > REO-ID.
then REO_ID:-]
and S-REO(RM-ID)
S-GNT
None
None
If j > REO-ID.
then REO-ID:-]
and S-REO(REQ-ID)
None
If j > REO-ID, then
REO ID: I
S%NT '
If j > REO-ID. then
REO-ID: - I
S-REO(REO-ID)
None

T

T2) FA
T3)
T4)
T5)
T6)
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hack to the node or be terminated. The exact value of
T,,, is discussed in Section 111-F.

D . Properties of the Local Fairness Algorithm
In this section, we will present the correctness and properties

of the local fairness algorithm on dual rings (the dual bus
algorithm can be viewed as a simple special case).
The initial REQ-ID of node i is { I D i ,si} and has two
parts: i) I D i , the initial tail (originating node) unique ID
(most significant part); and ii) s i , the sequence number (least
significant part) given by the initial tail node of this path.
Each node has a finite set, S, of sequence numbers. Node i
can reuse a sequence number, s', only if it has not received its
own REQ-ID, { I D i ,si}, for a time interval of at least 2T,,.
This immediately implies:

FA
H
T
HT

8
FA
T
HT

B
HT
HT

H
H
8
FA

transition diagram.

Lemma 1 : Atany given time, all REQ(REQID) signals
sent on the ring are distinct.
Proof: The REQ(REQJD) signal is initiated only when
a node changes its state from FA to T (TI in Fig. 5). A node
which receives this signal will either forward or terminate it,
but will never modify it (T3, T12, and T14). Since we assume
that a node cannot be in the restricted mode for more than
T,,,, and after at most Tma, a request signal will either get
back to its originating node or be terminated. Therefore, when
a node initiates a new REiQ(REQlD), its previous request
signal with the same REQJD value has been terminated. W
Lemma 2: At any given time, all nodes with the
same REQlD have received this value from the same
REQ(REQJD) signal.
Proofi Assume that when a REQ(REQID) is initiated
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one of the nodes on the ring has the same REQJD value. in which a GNT signal was received but caused no action or
However, since a node cannot be in the restricted mode with state transition.
the same R E Q l D value for more than T,, and since the
(3b) The REQ(j) signal can be received by either a node in
minimum time for initiating two request signals with the same the T state, which changes its state to B (T6) or HT (T5), or
REQ JD is ZT,,, the assumption is contradicted.
by a node in the FA state, which change its state to H (T3).
Based on the previous two lemmas, we give the following In both cases, Definition1 holds.
definition.
(3c) The REQ(j) signal can be received by either a node in
Definition I : AVALID REQUEST PATH is a continuous the B state, which will remain in the B state (T10) or change
segment of nodes, in the resmcted mode, that have one of the its state to HT (D),
or by a node in the H or HT state (T14
following structures.
or T12), which will remain in the same state. Again, in these
1. It starts with a node in the T state, possibly follows by 1cases Definition holds.
Theorem 2: At any given time t ! the ring contains only
some nodes in the B state, and ends with a node in the
VALID REQUEST PATH’S and nodes which are in the FA
H state.
2. It covers the whole ring, where a single node in the HT state. There is no signal on the way which can violate this
invariant upon its reception.
state and the rest are in the B state.
Proof: We will prove Theorem 2 by an induction on the
3. There are three transition cases ofVALID REQUEST
sequence of possible events. At the time of initialization, all
PATH:
nodes are in the FA state. Assume that some event takes place
a.) A GNT signal was sent from a node in the T or at time t and assume that the theorem holds until this time. We
HT state (T7 or TI3 in Fig. 5 ) such that the tail will show that it still holds after the event of time t by showing
is in transition.
that all 16 possible events and state transitions, described in
b.) A REQ(j) signal was sent from a node in the FA Fig. 5, can be mapped to one of the five cases in Definition
or H state (T1 or T15) such that the head is in 1 (1, 2, 3a, 3b, or 3c). Then, following lemma 3, the proof
is completed.
transition.
T1, TI5 are mapped to 3b; in T2, the node remains in FA
c.) A REQ(j) signal was sent from a node in the B
state withii the VALID REQUEST PATH (T6 or state; T3, T4, TS, T14 are mapped to I; T5, T9, T11, T12 are
mapped to 2; T6, TI0 are mapped to 3c; T7, T13 are mapped
T10).
to 3a; and in T16, the node returns to the FA state.
Theorem I: If no REQ(j) signal isin transit withina
VALID REQUEST PATH, then the REP-ID’S of two adjacent
nodes in the path are either the same or the node closer to the E . Local and Global Fairness Equivalence Relation
The local fairness is achieved by limiting the transmission of
tail has a smaller REQID.
Proofi By Induction. Initial Step: All the nodes in the each node in the restricted mode to some predefined quota of
VALID REQUEST PATH have the same REQlD value, which cells or bytes. A node receives a new quota each time it enters
is the initial value each node receives when it enters the the restricted mode. When the load is high, all nodes can be
restricted mode. Induction step: A node in the T, B, H, or continuously in the restricted mode, which means that a single
HT state receives a REQ(j) signal (T6, T10, T12, or T14 in VALID REQUEST PATH continuously covers the whole ring
Fig. 5); if j 5 REQlD, then it will not change its REQlD (Corollary 1).
This scenario is equivalent tothe global fairness concept
value. If the downstream node that sent this signal has already
changed its REQlD value, then the upstream node has an presented in [4]. The global fairness algorithm is based on a
equal or higher value than its downstream neighbor and the single control signal called SAT (from the word SATisfied),
theorem holds. If j > REQID, the node will copy REQID: which can be viewed as a combination of the REQ and GNT
= j (T6, T10, T12, or T14) and, if it is in the T or B state, signals. The next discussion briefly describes the SAT-based
the REQ(j) is forwarded upstream. Since a REQ(j) signal is global fairness algorithm, and shows the equivalent relation
initiated by a downstream node in the T state, it will progress between the local and global fairness concepts.
The SAT-based global fairness algorithm: The access on
until it reaches the head of the VALID REQUEST PATH or
terminate when it reaches a node with a higher REQJD value; each direction ofa dual ring is regulated by a hardware
control signal, SAT, which circulates in the opposite direction
again, the theorem holds.
Corollary I : If the VALID REQUEST PATH covers the to the data traffic it is regulating. Fig. 6 describes the basic
ring mechanism for one direction. In principle, the node will
whole ring, there is only one node in the HT state.
Lemma 3: The three transition cases (3a, 3b, and 3c) in forward the SAT signal upstream with no delay, unless it is
not SATisfied or “starved.” By “starved,” we mean that the
Definition 1 lead to either structure 1 or 2 in Definition 1.
Proof: Assuming that the initial network has structure 1 node could not send the permitted quota since the last time it
or 2 (Definition I), we can then prove the three transition cases. forwarded the SAT signal.
Local and global fairness equivalence relation: When the
(3a) The GNT signal can be received by‘either a node in
the B state, which changes its state to T (T8?, br by a node network is fully loaded (Le., each node is covered by upstream
in the H state, which change its state to FA (T16). In both traffic and always in the restricted mode), the following will
cases, Definition 1 holds. Note that T2, T4, and TI 1 are cases hold.
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Fig. 6 . The SAT-based global fairness mechanism (one direction).

1. The VALID REQUEST PATH covers thewhole ring
with a single node in the HT state (Corollary 1).
2. When the node in the HT sends a GNT (change state
to H),it will immediately be followed by a REQ signal
(change state to B).
3. The upstream node that receives the GNT and REQ
signals will first enter the T state, and then immediately
enter the HT state.
Corolla?y 2: When a VALID REQUEST PATH covers the
whole ring with one node in the HT state, the local fairness
algorithm is equivalent to the global fairness algorithm with
a single SAT signal.
F. Fault Tolerance

The operation of the network is based on an unreliable
transfer of control signals, Le.,no data link control (DLC)
protocol is used to ensure reliable transfer of the REQ and
GNT signals. Thus, if a REQ or GNT is lost, the transmitting
and receiving nodes will not “know” about it. As a result,
some nodes or the entire network can deadlock, i.e., remain in
the restricted mode for an unbounded time. In the following,
we will show how the system returns to normal operation after
a node or link failure and intermittent control signal loss.
1 ) Node or linkfailure: It is assumed that link and node
failures are detected by some data link control protocol. When
a link or node is detected faulty, it is removed from the
network. In this case, the local fairness algorithm will operate
independently on any connected dual bus segment.
2) Control signal loss and timeout: As previously stated,
we assume that when the network operates in high speed, the
control signals of the fairness algorithm are transferred without
error recpvery. As a result, if either a GNT or REQ(j) signal
is lost, the algorithm will stop. This failure is detected by a
timeout event, since a node can be in the restricted mode for
some maximum predefined time period. The following two
properties are obtained from the fact that the request paths are
always merged (T6 in Fig.5).
Lemma 4: All nodes whose traffic interferes with one another will be part of the same VALID REQUEST PATH.
Proof: Immediately from the algorithm and the VALID
REQUEST PATH definition. The VALIDREQUEST PATH
is always extended upstream to cover all interfering sources
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and, since overlapping VALID REQUEST PATHS are merged,
all interfering nodes are part of the same VALID REQUEST
PATH.
Lemma 5 : T,,, the maximum time a node can be in the
restricted mode continuously, is at most the time it takes each
node to transmit one quota plus one ring’s propagation delay,
i.e., T,,, is proportional to the size of the network.
Pruufi Immediately from Lemma 4, and the restriction
that a node can transmit one quota while it is in the restricted
mode.
Thus, if a node resets its local timer each time it enters
the restricted mode and if the time period expires after T,,
(before the node exits the restricted mode), then we can say
that a timeout has occurred.
Fault Tolerant Procedure: If a node in the restricted mode
has a timeout event, it will send a GNT signal upstream and
will exit the restricted mode, ;.e., change its state to FA.
Theorem 3: The fault tolerant procedure ensures that the
local fairness algorithm is deadlock free and that, after a
failure, the network will return to normal operation.
Proof: To show this, we can observe that in all the
restricted mode states (T, B, H, and HT) the node returns
to the FA state. The upstream node that receives the GNT
global signal will make one of the following transitions: i)
T to T (T4): ii) B to T (T8); iii) H to FA (T16); iv) HT to
HT (T11); and v) FA to FA (TZ). Thus, this node is either
in the FA state or T and HT states, in which it will send
a GNT signal upstream when it is satisfied.The GNT signal
causes the REQUEST PATH to be terminated such that, when
a ncw REQUEST PATH is created, it will be consistent with
the VALID REQUEST PATH definition.

Iv. PERFORMANCE STUDY
In this section, we study the throughput performance of
the local fairness algorithm presented using simulations. The
results are compared to that obtained under: i) the Max-Min
fairness condition defined in [7], [9]; ii) pure buffer insertion
ring without fairness enforcement; and iii) the global fairness
algorithm studied in [l].
We adapt the definition of Max-Min fairness to the dynamic
traffic pattern environment of our LAN. The well-known
Max-Min fairness [7, pp. 4484531 allocates rates (bandwidth)
to users (who each have a path associated with it) according
to the following rule.
M u - M i n Definition: “maximize the allocation of each user
i subject to the constraint that an incremental increase in i’s
allocation does not cause a decrease of some other user’s
allocation that is already as small as 2’s or smaller.”
It is also shown that an equivalent definition of Max-Min
fairness can be given from the concept of “bottleneck link”
as follows. For each user, say i, there is some link k on the
path it is usingsuch that IC’s bandwidth is completely used
up,and 2’s rate is at least as large as the rate of any other
userusing link IC. This link IC is called the bottleneck link
of i’s path [9]. The throughput achievable by every node can
be predicted by applying this bottleneck link concept. Given
a traffic pattern, wefirst divide the bandwidth of the most
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Fig. 8. Throughput (Gb/s) comparison under traftic scenario 1.

Fig. 7. Traffic scenario 1

congested links among those nodes competing for them. This
process determines the throughputs achievable for these nodes,
and the same process is applied iteratively on the residual link
bandwidths for the rest of the nodes until the throughput for
every node is determined.
An event-driven simulation model for this system was
constructed using the RESQ simulation language [15], [16].
In this model, packets generated by nodes attached to the ring
arrive at each individual input queue and wait for access to the
ring before they are delivered to their respective destinations.
The number of nodes attached to the ring, the arrival processes,
the packet length distributions, and the destination distributions
are all input parameters in the simulation model. The various
combinations of these parameters allow us to simulate and
study a wide range of system configurations.
For this study, we considered a unidirectional ring with 10
nodes attached. The ring has a transmission bandwidth of 1
Gb/s, and each node generates fixed-size packets with lengths
of 1 Kb. The propagation delay on the ring is assumed to
be 5 ps/km, and we assumed a ring length of 1 Kmwith
nodes on the ring equally spaced. In order to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the local fairness algorithm, we constructed a
few traffic scenarios with localized communication patterns. In
Fig. 7, the ten links connecting the nodes in the ring are divided
into four groups with 1-4 links in each group, respectively.
Stations belong to the same group as their most immediate
downlinks. Thus, Group 1 contains node 1; Group 2 contains
nodes 2,3; Group 3 contains nodes 4-6; and Group 4 contains
nodes 7-10. Each node transmits to the head node in the next
group, making the most downstream link in each group the
bottleneck resource.
We simulated a fully loaded system, Le., every node always
has something to send, with this traffic configuration implementing the local fairness algorithm. We also simulated the
same system with the global SAT algorithm described in [l],
[4] and without any fairness control. The throughput achieved
by each node under these various algorithms, along with the
Max-Min optimal throughput for this traffic configuration, are
shownin a table in Fig. 8.
If a fairness algorithm is not provided, then due to the
Buffer Insertion protocol, the upstream nodes in each subgroup
have an advantage over their downstream neighbors when
competing for the same communication resources. This is seen
in Fig. 8, where nodes 1, 2 , 4, and 7 are able to deliver
the maximum nodal throughput of 1 Gb/s while all other
nodes are starved with zero throughput. The optimal fairness

Fig. 9. Traffic scenario 2.

allocation under the Max-Min definition divides the bandwidth
of the bottleneck links equally among those competing for
it. Therefore, node 1 should achieve a throughput of 1 Gb/s;
nodes 2 and 3 should achieve a throughput of 1/2 Gb/s each;
nodes 4 6 each gets a throughput of 1/3 Gb/s; and nodes
7-10, each gets a throughput of 1/4 Gb/s. When applying the
global fairness algorithm, because the whole ring is treated as
one single resource, the bottleneck link dictates the bandwidth
allocation to every node on the ring. Therefore, each node
gets a throughput of 0.25, resulting in a total ring throughput
of only 2.5 Gb/s. The local fairness algorithm, however, treats
each link in the ring as a separate resource and divides the
bandwidth equally among members of each competing group.
We see that, in this traffic scenario, the throughput results of
the local fairness algorithm achieve the optimal ones.
The second traffic scenario we tested is shown in Fig.
9. In this scenario, we perturbed the overlay patterns by
shifting the bottleneck links from the most downstream links
of each group to the middle links of the group. We also
blurred the boundaries of the competing groups for nodes
6-9. The purpose is to investigate the responsiveness of the
local fairness algorithm, since inthis algorithm the control
mechanism is activated by the starved node in each group
and traverses upstream to the source of the disturbance. In
particular, we want to investigate, under the local fairness
mechanism, whether node 9 is forced to have throughput equal
to that of nodes 6 8 or if it is able to transmit beyond that and
fully utilize link 9. The throughput results for this scenario
are shown in Fig. 10 for the cases with no fairness, optimal
fairness, global fairness, and local fairness. It is seen that the
robustness of the local fairness algorithm permits link 9 to
be fully utilized. However, node 9 has a slight advantage
over the competing transaction from node 6 and the local
fairness algorithm produces near-optimal throughput results.
It is also interesting tosee that, inthis scenario, the local
fairness algorithm achieves a higher total throughput than the
system without any fairness mechanism.
We further blurred the boundaries of competing groups in
traffic scenario 2 by adding a transaction from nodes 5-8 to
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Fig, 10. Throughput (Gb/s) comparison
under traffic scenario 2.

Fig. 11. Traffic scenario 3.

Fig. 12. Throughput (Gb/s) comparison under traffic scenario 3.
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Fig. 14. Throughput (Gb/s) comparison under traffic scenario 4.

and 5 is sending to 6. Based onthe destination probability
matrix, it is derived that the throughputs for nodes 4-6 are
1, 1/3, and 1/2 Gb/s, respectively. Fig. 14 verifies this result
by simulation. The Max-Min fairness is defined for static
requirements, and we have dynamic contention patterns in this
traffic scenario. We obtained the “optimal” throughput results
in Fig. 14 by applying the Max-Min algorithm to the stationary
flow requirements on each link. This results in equalized
throughputs for nodes in each group. We cannot conclude
with confidence that this is indeed the optimal solution for
the dynamic traffic scenario, andit is an open question for
future study. However, the local fairness mechanism does
not equalize the throughputs for nodes 4-6 and nodes 7-10.
In each of these groups, the most downstream node gets
the highest throughput and the most upstream node gets the
second highest, while the middle nodes get less throughputs.
This might be due to the fact that the contention patterns
are dynamic. Each node is involved in a different number of
control paths depending on its location, and therefore achieves
different throughputs. As we have indicated, the issue of what
is optimal fairness under the dynamic traffic is open.
To summarize, we have demonstrated the robustness of our
local fairness algorithm by comparing the throughput results
with those of the global SAT algorithm, no fairness control,
and the optimal fairness under various traffic scenarios. We
showed that, for static traffic, the local fairness algorithm
achieves either optimal (scenario 1) or near optimal (scenarios
2 and 3) throughput results. For scenarios 2 and 3, the local
fairness mechanism even delivers a higher total throughput
than the system without fairness control.

yieldtraffic scenario 3. The trafficpattern is shown in Fig.
11, while
the
performance results are shown in Fig. 12. We
V. CONCLUSIONS
see that, in this case, the local fairness algorithm produces
We have presented in this paper a local fairness
less-than-optimal throughputs for each node while Preserving, to be used in high-speed LAN/MAN architectures with spatial
in general- the throughput ratios among the competing nodes. bandwidth reuse. In this algorithm, the control mechanism is
Again, in this scenario, the local fairness algorithm achieves only triggered when
is detected; otherwise, each
a higher total throughput than the system without any fairness node in the network is allowed to transmit freely following the
mechanism.
basic access protocol. In the event that the control mechanism
In
Scenario 49 we take the Same grouping as in is triggered, it is only enforced locally, i.e., among the nodes
traffic Scenario 1 but introduce randomness in the destination of the network where the conflict occurs. Due to these charSelection. h Particular, we let each node transmit to every acteristics, our algorithm can achieve high throughput while
downstream no& in the same competing group and to the providing fairness.
head node in the next group with equal probability. The traffic
Our algorithm &o provides fault-tolerant property. The
pattern and destination mamx are shown in Fig. 13, while the timeout value for this property is found to have a tight bound
performance results are shown in Fig. 14.
of O( n), where n is the number of nodes in the network. This
Recall that, without fairness mechanisms, nodes get to tight bound ensures fast recovery from deadlock conditions.
transmit only when they are not covered by upstream traffic. The ability to have fast recovery from deadlock is very
Therefore, for group 3, node 4 transmits all the time, node important in high-speed networking environments, since in
5 transmits only when node 4 is sending to 5 , and node 6 these environments the control signals are transferred without
transmits when 4 is sending to 6 or when 4 is sending to S error recovery protection.
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In the performance study section, we demonstrated the
robus~essof our
through simulations, It was found
that, for static traffic, our algorithm achieves either optimal
or near-optimal throughputs according to the well-known
Max-Min fairness definition. We also showed that, for some
traffic scenarios, our local fairness mechanism even delivers higher total throughput than the system without fairness
control. This demonstrates that, contrary to conventional wisdom, fairness does not always meantradeoffwith
system
throughput.
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